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INTRODUCTION

Nature is home to a vast repertoire of natural adhesives
synthesized by biological systems that serve as a holdfast
or tethering device to facilitate body attachment to a surface
or to another organism during copulation or parasitism
(Flammang and Santos, 2015). Thus, depending on
function, biological adhesive structures not only exhibit
unique patterns with complex and impeccable spatial
dimensions but also differ in their nature and composition.
Such a diverse variety of natural adhesives has greatly
influenced the field of bioadhesion research, which aims to
mimic the production of environment friendly,
biocompatible and reliable materials with robust designs
for commercial and biomedical applications (Graham,
2008; Smith, 2016). One such remarkable example of
animal bioadhesives is silk produced by a number of
animals including mussels, insects and spiders (Jin and
Kaplan, 2003; Hardy et al., 2008; Sone, 2016; Andersson
et al., 2016; Forooshani and Lee, 2017; Aigner et al., 2018).
Although silkworms and spiders remain the oldest known
and the most extensively studied silk-producing arthropods,
growing research in this field has added several other
insects to this list viz. honeybees, crickets, ants, hornets,
lacewings, silverfish, caddis flies and chironomid midges
(Weisman et al., 2008; Sehnal and Sutherland, 2008;
Sutherland et al. 2010; Walker et al., 2012; Sutherland et

al., 2011). In the purview of aquatic silks spun underwater,
the retreat maker caddisworms (Stewart and Wang 2010;
Tsukada et al., 2010; Ohkawa et al., 2014; Ashton et al.,
2016) and larval chironomid midges (Grossbach, 1977;
Hertner et al., 1980; Wellman and Case, 1989; Case et al.,
1994) have exhibited how habitats influence the nature,
composition and properties of silk. This review focusses on
the underexplored silk-spinning expertise and the little
known physiological biochemistry of silk protein produced
by Chironomus larvae.

Silks are referred to as extra-organismal proteinaceous
secretions (Sehnal and Akai 1990). Phylogenetic analyses
have suggested that the ability to produce silk proteins has
evolved multiple times in arthropods and that silk proteins
represent particular animal behaviour that may potentially
influence molecular properties of the protein in question
(Craig, 1997). Recently, Sutherland et al. (2006)
described a pathway for the evolution of silk genes in
honey bees, while Yonemura et al. (2006) demonstrated
homology between trichopteran silk from aquatic caddis
fly larvae with lepidopteran silk. Underwater silk-woven
housing nests in Chironomus is a result of the tubicolous
nature of larval midges and has often been associated with
its remarkable resilience to a variety of environmental
stressors, especially drought-induced photo-oxidative
damage (Watanabe et al., 2004; Watanabe, 2006; Thorat
and Nath, 2015; Thorat and Nath, 2016; Thorat et al.,
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2017). Data from our laboratory has indicated that the
housing nests built by C. ramosus measure 1.58±0.2 cm
in length (Fig. 1). Interestingly, Chironomus larvae were
shown to recognise their self-built tubes, a behaviour
speculated to involve the role of cuticular pheromones
(Nath and Raut, 1998; Naik et al., 2006). One of the
earliest reports on the silk-spinning machinery of
chironomid larvae came from Churney (1940) and Case
and Daneholt (1977), which generated considerable
interest and provided a preliminary basis of midge silk
with respect to its physiological biochemistry and
molecular composition. Till date, silk protein from only
three Chironomus species, namely, C. tentans Fabricius,
C. pallidivittatus Malloch and C. riparius Meigen has
been studied. Among these, C. tentans is most extensively
documented, last report of which appeared in the late
1990s. Thus, there is a huge gap of updated information
for almost two decades and as a result, our current
knowledge in this premise is rather fragmentary.
Therefore, the aim of this review was collation of existing
literature and presentation of the little-known scenario in
this subject followed by an overall view of the extensive
possibilities of bioprospecting and commercial
exploitation of midge larval silk as a novel biopolymer. 

CHIRONOMID BIOLOGY: BRIEF OVERVIEW

Chironomid midges are dipteran insects (family
Chironomidae; genus Chironomus) that inhabit freshwater
bodies, temporary rock pools, wetlands and terrestrial

Antarctic biomes (Kranzfelder and Ferrington, 2015). The
life cycle of Chironomus comprises the egg, larva, pupa
(aquatic stages) and adults (terrestrial) (Armitage et al.,
1995; Nath et al., 2009). The midges form an abundant
macroinvertebrate insect group of aquatic ecosystems and
serve as food source for organisms in both aquatic and
terrestrial habitats (Oliver, 1971). Chironomid midges are
known to be extremely robust insects and recently, their
impressive pliability to combat fluctuations in
hydroperiodicity patterns have made them a popular
model system for elucidating the consequences associated
with climate change stressors such as temperature-
humidity imbalance (Walker et al., 1991; Larocque et al.,
2001; Gusev et al., 2011; Cornette and Kikawada, 2011;
Lee and Denlinger, 2015; Thorat and Nath, 2016; Thorat
et al., 2017; Belle et al., 2017; Oppold et al., 2017).

SILK PRODUCTION MACHINERY
IN CHIRONOMUS

Salivary glands and Balbiani rings

Chironomus larvae possess a pair of salivary glands
(SGs) that are a type of acinar glands composed of ~35-
40 cells arranged in an oval fashion with a central gland
lumen (Grossbach, 1977). In the case of C. ramosus,
salivary glands possess ~20-25 cells (Fig. 2, personal
observations). Larval SGs in Chironomus typically have
a single layered ‘flat’ tissue-like appearance owing to their
one-cell layer thickness. This offers a major advantage for
handling ease and manipulation, thereby making them one
of the most preferred model systems of differentiated
insect tissues (Beermann, 1952). SG polytene
chromosomes are amenable, especially for cytogenetic
analysis and micromanipulations due to the high level of
polytenization, which enables visualization of
transcriptional activities at gene level (Thorat and Nath,
2013). Large puffs on midge polytene chromosome IV
(arm G), referred to as Balbiani rings (BRs) (Fig. 3,
representative data from our laboratory in C. ramosus)
were later identified as sites of intensive transcription
(Balbiani, 1881). Laufer and Nakase (1965) have shown
that SG secretory processes appear to be closely linked
with the activities of tissue-specific chromosomal puffs,
particularly with the largest and prominent BRs.
Furthermore, BR regions on polytene chromosomes have
been demonstrated to contain genes encoding proteins
which are the one of the major components of SG
secretions. In fact, production of secretory proteins in
Chironomus is governed by multigene family and apart
from the genes located in the BRs, gene loci on other
chromosomes are also crucial for the synthesis of silk
proteins (Kao and Case, 1985, 1986; Case, 1986; Dreesen
and Case, 1987; Dignam and Case, 1990).

Fig. 1. Representative photograph showing the housing nests
built by Chironomus ramosus larva using substratum material
glued together with silk protein secretion to form cylindrical
open-ended tubes (length 1.58±0.2 cm).
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Secretory proteins (and other polysaccharides)
synthesised in SGs are required for the overall growth and
development, of which the silk proteins form an integral
part (Grossbach, 1969). This secretion is initially stocked
in the central lumen and depending on requirement, it is
either utilized for bodily functions or is passed into the
common gland duct from where it is carried to the
salivarium and finally secreted out from the mouth for
nest building activity (Churney, 1940; Case and Daneholt,
1978; Case and Wieslander, 1992). Thus, in principle, the
housing nests are fibrous protein tubes spun underwater
using the proteinaceous adhesives discharged from the
glands (Grossbach, 1977; Case and Daneholt, 1997; Nath
and Raut, 1998).

Regulation and mechanism of silk extrusion
The process of expulsion of silk proteins from SGs has

been described in detail by Churney (1940). In brief,
under the non-secretion state, two broad elastic bands
block the aperture of the common gland canal by virtue
of the cone-like plug they form within the canal. Secretion
is facilitated with the displacement of the common canal
(like a barrel) which is movable by retractor muscles
attached to its dorsal surface, whereas, the elastic bands
act as the piston. Pumping mechanism resulting from
rapid contractions and retractions of the lateral walls of
the common gland duct exerts a suction pressure on this

apparatus. This stretches and separates the two elastic
bands to open the aperture of the canal and force the
secretion into the salivarium. Upon entry into the
salivarium, the secretion then appears as an insoluble silk-
like thread. During the non-secretion phase, the retractor
muscles relax and the elastic bands broaden and reinsert
themselves within the aperture to close the secretion gate.
Beermann (1961) confirmed that administration of
pilocarpine can serve as an artificial method to trigger the
secretory process by which the secretion could be
completely emptied out from the glands. Alternately,
atropine showed an opposite effect by blocking the
delivery of secretion, plausibly by modulating the
neuromusculatory transmissions (Pichon, 1974; Case and
Wieslander, 1992). Physical factors such as tetanic shocks
and chemical factors such as sodium ions have the ability
to cause a considerable release of secretion from the
glands. Potassium, calcium and magnesium ions, on the
other hand, result in inhibition of the mechanism
(Grossbach, 1977). In blood-feeding insects, nitrophorins,
the salivary hemeproteins play a role for release of nitric
oxide to bring about vasodilation and to reduce blood
coagulation (Weber and Vinogradov, 2001). In the non-
biting midge, Chironomus, although the secretory process
is also partly influenced by transport of hemal proteins
(Doyle and Laufer, 1969); however, the role of other
specific proteins (e.g. nitrophorin), have not yet been

Fig. 2. Representative photomicrograph showing the larval salivary glands from Chironomus ramosus. Salivary gland of C. ramosus larva
possesses 20-25 cells arranged in an oval fashion surrounding the central lumen where the secretion is stocked (magnification 40X).
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identified. It seems that nitrophorin, a protein with
antihemostatic activity, has apparently got retained only
in the biting midges (Diptera: Ceratopogonidae) (Langner
et al. 2007) whereas, it probably disappeared down the
evolutionary line in the non-biting midges (Diptera:
Chironomidae) (unpublished proteomic data from
authors’ laboratory). Walshe (1951) has recorded
interesting observations on larval behaviour inside the
tube. The author noted that the larva extends its tube using
the secretory threads to accommodate its growing size.
Within the tube, larva shows a characteristic undulating
movement that helps it draw water current across the tube
for filter-feeding and gaseous exchange (Armitage et al.,
1995; Nath and Gharpure, 2015). Meticulous observations
by Walshe (1951) have further shown that inside the tube,
the larva spins another funnel-shaped net along the
anterior opening to capture detritus particles and
planktonic organisms from the flowing stream of water.
Furthermore, the author described that larval undulatory
movements are interrupted by a short rest phase during
which it engulfs the entire internal net along with the
captured filtrate. Soon thereafter, it spins another fresh net
and the cycle continues. These observations suggested not
only the high rates of secretory protein synthesis in the
salivary glands but also the importance of consistent
maintenance of this state. Quantitative data have
corroborated with these observations (Case and
Wieslander, 1992). Emptied contents from fourth instar
larval glands contained 7-12 µg protein (i.e. 0.175-0.3 µg
protein per cell) and thus more than 50 % of the protein
content of a gland should be accounted for by secretory
proteins. This remarkable bulk of secretory proteins can
be freshly synthesized by the gland cells within 24 h and
the overall rate of secretory protein synthesis can thus be

estimated to be in the range of 0.2-0.3 µg per cell/ 24h
(Case and Wieslander, 1992).

Assembly of secretory proteins into silk

Although microscopic examinations of the assembly
of silk threads from Chironomus has been attempted
(Grossbach, 1977; Dreesen et al., 1988), however, unlike
other silk-producing organisms, a definitive and
conclusive description of the assembling process is yet to
be worked out. In vitro studies have shown that secretory
proteins isolated from SG lumen appeared as web-like
network of strands which coalesce into smooth fibrils and
multistranded beaded fibres stabilized by electrostatic
interactions and disulphide bonds (Wellman and Case,
1989). Based on this pilot attempt, a tentative hypothetical
working model proposed by Case and Wieslander (1992)
stated that the first step involves the conversion of
secretory proteins (18-1000 kDa) into smooth fibrils (5-
20 nm). The network of fibrils is then converted to
multistranded, beaded fibres (25-200 nm), followed by
the formation of parallel array of fibres (ø up to 400 nm).
Finally, this array of fibres gets transformed into a novel
biopolymer as insoluble silk threads (>1 µm). However,
it must be noted that a concrete mechanism needs to be
studied to reinforce this speculated pathway put forth by
the authors.

SALIVARY SECRETORY PROTEINS:
NATURE AND COMPONENTS

Secretory proteins

In Chironomus larvae, nomenclature of secretory
proteins is based on their apparent molecular weight, for
instance, sp160 and sp185 are secretory proteins with
~molecular weights 160 and 185 kDa respectively
(Rydlander and Edström, 1980a). According to Case and
Wieslander (1992), these size values are only probabilistic
and therefore the authors have suggested further
validation using more precise tools and methods.
Secretory protein profiles of C. tentans, C. pallidivittatus
and C.riparius have shown the presence of different
classes of proteins, ranging from large, intermediate and
small size (Fig. 4). SpIs are the large size class, with an
estimated molecular mass of 1000 kDa which include
spIa, spIb, spIc and spId (Rydlander et al., 1980b; Hertner
et al., 1980; Hardy and Pelling, 1980). The intermediate
size class contains secretory proteins from about 100 to
200 kDa and include sps195, 185, 140 and 115. Finally,
there appears the small size class (≤ 100 kDa), which
include sps65, 55, 40, 39, 38 and 18. In addition to these,
special lobe cells of SG secrete ssp160, a protein not
found in the other lobes (Beermann, 1952; Grossbach,
1969; Kolesnikov et al., 1981).

Fig. 3. Representative photomicrograph of chromosome IV (arm
G) from salivary gland cells of Chironomus ramosus larva
(acetocarmine staining) showing prominent Balbiani ring
regions (indicated with arrows) (Nath and Godbole, 1997).
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Large sized class secretory proteins

As mentioned above, spIs (spIa, spIb, spIc and spId)
fall under large size proteins with apparent molecular
weights of about 1000 kDa. While C. tentans and C.
pallidivittatus have been reported to possess all four spIs
(spIa, spIb, spIc, and spId), C.riparius has shown to
contain three spIs (Hertner et al., 1983; Serfling et al.,
1983). All spIs are related in size and structure but are
encoded by different genes. Notwithstanding their size,
evidences have indicated that they possess monomeric
nature. As highlighted by Case and Wieslander (1992) in
the 1980s five laboratories in the world concurrently used
gDNA and cDNA cloning to study the spI genes in C.
tentans, C. pallidivittatus and C. riparius, which revealed
that the primary structure of spIs as characteristic of
fibrous proteins. They contain tandem copies of
distinctive core repeats which are dominated by
hydrophilic amino acids and conserved Cysteine (Cys)
residues in most cases (Rydlander et al., 1980; Hertner et
al., 1980, 1983; Rydlander, 1984; Hamodrakas and
Kafatos, 1984; Kao and Case, 1985). Each core repeat
contains 60-90 amino acids and possesses two domains:
a constant (C) region and a subrepeat (SR) region. Length
of the C-region is typically 30 residues long (with 4 Cys,

1 Methione (Met), and 1 Phenyl alanine (Phe)), all of
which are invariant. On the other hand, length of SR
regions may be regular or variable due to the size and
number of shorter repeated amino acid sequence
elements. Core repeats are classified after amino acid
sequence elements within their SR region. Elements
within SR regions contain a tripeptide motif: basic
residue-Pro-acidic residue in which basic residues are
typically Arginine (Arg) or Lysine (Lys), while the acidic
residues are Glutamine (Glu), phospho-serine or phospho-
threionine (Hertner et al., 1983; Rydlander, 1984; Case
and Wieslander 1992). The length of these repeating units
generally decreases with a decrease in the size of the
secretory protein. However, whether or not this pattern
has any biological relevance is not understood. Based on
these data, Hamodrakas and Kafatos (1984) attempted to
predict their protein secondary structure and have
provided very early predictive clues that they possess
collagen-like structure.

Intermediate sized class secretory proteins

Similar to the large size class, intermediate size class
of secretory proteins may contain a subfamily of
structurally related proteins. Case et al. (1983a) and Case

Fig. 4. Venn diagram constructed to illustrate the diversity and occurrence of silk proteins among the three well studied Chironomus
species (C. tentans, C. pallidivittatus and C. thummi). ssp160 is found in all three species, sp38-40.A and sp38-40.B occurs in C. thummi
and C. tentans while BR1, BR2, BR6, BR2.2 and sp185 is common to C. pallidivittatus and C. thummi. sp220, BRA.28 and BRA.67
is unique to C. thummi while BR2.1, BR3, sp12, sp17, sp115, sp140, sp240/420, sp180 and spId are unique to C. tentans. The diagram
was compiled using the freely accessible information on silk proteins from Chironomus from UniProt database.
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and Byers (1983b) suggested that sp195 composed of
about 50 tandemly arranged copies of a 25-residue repeat.
Furthermore, sp195 is hydrophilic in nature and shares
features common to spIs. sp185 is coded by a gene in BR3
region (Dignam and Case, 1990; Paulsson et al., 1990).
The predominant pattern of sp185 is 50-60 tandem copies
of highly diverged repeats of hydrophilic amino acids.
The most striking feature is that, similar to the C-region
of spIs, it contains a motif of conserved Cys residues:
Cys-X-Cys-Y-Cys approximately every 22-26 residues
and also contain sporadic copies of the tripeptide motif.
sp140 and sp115 possess a central portion containing 65
copies of a 14-residue repeat that is Lys and Glycine
(Gly)-rich and composed of hydrophilic secretory proteins
with most containing the tripeptide motif, a pattern similar
to sub-repeats seen in spIs (Paulsson et al., 1990).

Small sized class secretory proteins

Evidences support the existence of structurally related
subfamilies of secretory proteins among small size class
proteins. The central portion of sp40 and sp38 contains
six Cys residues whose spacing is similar to C-regions in
spIs. In addition, they also contain several short tandem
repeats containing Pro and hydrophilic residues.

Genes coding for spIs and those for sp195, sp185,
sp140, sp115 and sp40 share common structural units.
These genes either contain multiple repeats (sp195, sp185,
sp140, and sp115) or represent a prototype unit for core
repeats (sp40). sp185 encoding gene contains repeats of
conserved Cys codons similar to the C-region of spI core
repeats, whereas sp115 and sp140 encoding genes contain
repeats of hydrophilic sequences along with the tripeptide
motif as seen in the SR-regions of spIs. In the sp40 and
sp195 genes, the repeats contain both conserved Cys
codons and hydrophilic, Pro-rich regions. These structural
similarities may likely be the possibility that these genes
have originated from a common ancestor and that the
regulation of expression of individual genes must have
also evolved in parallel with the growing gene family
(Hertner et al., 1983).

FACTORS INFLUENCING EXPRESSION
OF GENES ENCODING SECRETORY PROTEINS

Development

Genes encoding spIs are expressed throughout the
larval developmental phase with the relative level of each
mRNA being highest during the second instar, the stage of
rapid larval growth (Lendahl and Wieslander, 1987). On
the other hand, variations in the relative levels of each spI
and its mRNA are prominent in the fourth instar larvae
(Case, 1986; Kao and Case, 1986; Dreesen et al., 1988).
Expression of genes encoding intermediate and small size

proteins has been examined only during stages within the
fourth instar. sp185 is seen throughout the fourth instar
while synthesis of sp195, sp140, sp40, and sp38 varies
(Dignam and Case, 1990). Expression of sp40 gene reaches
a high level during the first half of the fourth instar and
subsequently begins to decline during the prepupal stages.
In contrast, the expression of genes encoding sp195, sp140
and sp38 rises from negligible levels during the fourth
instar to attain maximal levels at the prepupal stage
(Dreesen et al., 1988; - Dignam and Case, 1990).

Based on the differential regulation of gene expression
of secretory proteins, Dreesen et al. (1988) proposed two
expression classes: 1) larval class genes expressed during
all instars, encoding secretory proteins involved in
formation of larval tubes; and 2) prepupal class genes
encoding additional proteins essential for formation of
prepupal silk required for ecdysis. Interestingly, in
addition to specific intermediate and small size class
secretory proteins, an spI is always present, indicative of
its indispensable role in larval silk formation and tube
building ability (Kao and Case, 1986). sp185, sp40 has
been placed in the larval class while sp195, sp140 and
sp38 belong to the prepupal class (Dreesen et al., 1988).

It has been well-established that hormones play a
critical role in specific gene activities that in turn
influence SG secretory products of Chironomus larvae.
Clever and Karlson (1960) showed that ecdysone (insect
molting hormone) could alter the activity of specific
genes. The authors postulated this to be a result of normal
developmental changes characteristic to metamorphosis.
Subsequently, Lezzi and Gilbert (1969) demonstrated that
external administration of ecdysone and juvenile hormone
to C. tentans larvae had antagonistic effect on SG gene
activities. While ecdysone stimulated specific gene
activities in the form of chromosomal puffs, particularly
the BR1, juvenile hormone, however, led to reduced BR1
activity but induced puff formation on chromosome I
(region 19-A) which was observed to decline in activity
post ecdysone treatment.

Environmental change

Synthesis of spIs is influenced by changes in
environmental factors, for instance, change in chemical
composition of the medium. Addition of galactose or
glycerol to larval culture medium has shown to cause
induction of BR6 puff on chromosome III along with an
increase in transcription, synthesis and accumulation of
spIc. Around the same time, BR2 puff size undergoes
regression coupled with a halt in initiation of transcription
of the spI genes contained in BR2, in which spId mRNA
decays more rapidly than spIb mRNA (Galler et al., 1985;
Case, 1986). The differential rate of decay of these
mRNAs corresponds to the disappearance of their
encoded proteins (Case, 1986; Lendahl and Wieslander,
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1987). Other compounds such as pilocarpine
dimethylsulfoxide and environmental stressors such as
heavy metal pollution, plasticizers such as butyl benzyl
phthalate and temperature are known to modify the
expression of genes in BRs (Sass, 1981; Meyer et al.,
1983; Santa-Cruz et al., 1985; Michailovaa et al., 1998;
Herrero et al. 2016). However, their effects on the
synthesis of specific secretory proteins have not been
examined.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

As reviewed here, the salivary gland secretions of
Chironomus contain silk proteins that occur in different
sizes and are encoded by several genes. This silk has few
unique features which can make it a suitable biopolymer
for a variety of industrial and biomedical applications. In
particular, its overall high cysteine makes it more resistant
to various physical stresses and also amenable to chemical
modifications. An added advantage is that, unlike few
other silk-producing insects, Chironomus larvae need not
be killed in order to extract the silk, given that the silk can
be obtained in multiple rounds per larva throughout its
larval life. However, the vast diversity in nature and
composition of Chironomus silk is yet to be well
understood before it can be considered for commercial
applications. We thus hope that this review could serve as
a crucible to arouse interest in this underexplored yet
promising avenue of chironomid research.
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